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1 CCF omponents

Name of CCF VALDATE List of Bloks

hanged

CAL VERSION XSCS ag

EMOS1 FILTRANSX 0010 2000 01 01T00:00:00 FILTER-THICK,

THIN ,MEDIUM,

OPEN

NO

EMOS2 FILTRANSX 0010 2000 01 01T00:00:00 FILTER-THICK

,THIN ,MEDIUM,

OPEN

NO

EPN FILTRANSX 0013 2000 01 01T00:00:00 FILTER-THICK

,THIN ,MEDIUM,

OPEN

NO

2 Changes

The spatial region seletion expression has been expanded from 1000 arse to 1100 arse, so that

future hanges of greater than 1 arminute in telesope axis loation will be aommodated in the

�lter loation. An editorial hange also to anhor the low energy point at 0eV instead of 40eV

prevents a small negative exursion in �lter transmission, albeit at energies below the nominal range

of EPIC.

3 Sienti� Impat of this Update

Editorial hange, neessary to make tasks suh as eexpmap and evigweight work (and possibly other

tasks) in the ase where the optisx,optisy keywords would be modi�ed to aount for possible o�set

of the telesope axis from the detetor entre.
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4 Estimated Sienti� Quality

See previous version

5 Expeted Updates

Whenever we have suÆient data to map the spatial variation of transmission (the THICK �lters

in partiular), then spatial region expressions will be introdued to desribe the variation projeted

at the detetor.

There may be improvements in existing transmission vs. E urves as we analyse more alibration

data.

6 Test Proedures

Using alview the transmission urves on-axis for the �lters were ompared with the existing sets.

The appliation of the existing and new data �les to the vignetting weighting maps was ompared,

and the validity of the improved spatial region demonstrated by �nding a omplete image map.

7 Test Results

All �lter data �les were identially modi�ed by hanging only the radius of the seletion region, and

the addition of a 0eV anhor point. The onerns for verifying hanges then are that the transmission

vs. energy values are not modi�ed, and that the new spatial region orretly aounts for shifts in

optisx,optisy.

7.1 Transmisison

Figure 1 shows a omparison of transmission for the ase of MOS1 THICK �lter. The urves are

idential, with the expeted exeption of the range 0 - 40eV, where the addition of an anhor point

removes aphysial -ve transmisison values seen in the old data sets.

7.2 Spatial seletion

A test CCF was built using OPTICSX;OPTICSY keywords arbitrarily moved about 1 arminute

from the existing entre. A typial event list set was proessed through SAS v5.3 evigweight, and
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Figure 1: Comparison of transmission urves

the image displayed with weighting. Due to the lak of valid data points at the greatest extreme, a

NULL value of weighting produes an inorret trunation of the image to lower left (Figure 2).

Appliation of the new FILTRANSX �les was made to the test CCF and the proedure re-

peated. The image reovered the whole valid range as expeted (Figure 3).
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Figure 2: Vignetting weighted image - due to shift in telesope axis w.r.t. �lter, the lak of valid

data points at the extreme edge reuls in loss of data towards the southwest

Figure 3: Vignetting weighted image - the improved data �le with larger seletion region reovers

the data at the edge of �eld


